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Rational Design to Produce Maximum Effect on
Bioengineering
The recent advances in producing biomaterials and pointspecific genetic modifications enable novel and site-directed
applications. Combining particular features of both techniques
may result in new forms of treatment with an unprecedented
impact. Here, we discuss how the combination of two techniques
in one treatment can be applied to possibly initiate a new era of
biomedical treatment.

Targeting Specific Cells for a Selective Effect

Selective treatment is a general goal in bioengineering. The
capacity of precisely targeting specific cells results in fewer
side effects as the principal advantage [1]. Ideally, a specifically
directed particle is loaded with a cell-specific cargo which
then reaches its target cell by docking to a specific receptor
found only on the to-be-targeted cell population or tissue.
There, it would elicit the desired effect [2]. This strategy may
be applicable in many fields. For example in malaria infections,
Plasmodium-infected red blood cells would be the target of
drugs in contrast to non-infected red blood cells [3]. Immune
cells such as dendritic cells can be a target by incrementing the
reaction against vaccine antigens [4]. One of the most studied
areas probably is to target specific cells in cancer. Central cells in
cancer development such as cancer stem cells that continuously
produce new carcinogenic cells [5] or even differentiated tumor
cells may be targeted by directed nanoparticles [6]. For normal
stem cells, there is a lack of applications in selective targeting. The
most probable explanation for this is the delicate development
of these cells and the potential long-lasting effect of treatments
targeting these cells [7]. Therefore, a disruption in the normal
development of these cells can easily turn these cells into cancer
stem cells as a potential side effect [8]. Another challenge is to
target the central nervous system where physiologic barriers,
e.g. the blood-brain barrier, have to be overcome in order to
create access of the cargo to this tissue [9–11].
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Target Specific Genes for Selective Genetic Repair
Probably the most revolutionary form of bioengineering is
the use of CRISPR/Cas9 to edit genomes with the possibility
to introduce single nucleotide changes [12]. The use of Cas9
in genetic repair has almost chirurgical precision and different
forms of genetic editing can be performed by Cas9. One of the
most important applications is to use Cas9 and a specific guide
RNA to cut the target in the coding sequence and use a DNA donor
sequence to produce a Homology-Directed DNA Repair [13].
This strategy emerges with a high degree of success to treat the
genetic disorders in the CRYGC gene that causes cataracts [14]
and the CFTR gene that causes cystic fibrosis [15]. The specificity
of the system and the potential use of a donor sequence permits
a unique capacity of genetic modification for the replacement of
any genetic code for a designed sequence. A problem with this
strategy remains in the fact that the effect is restricted to the
cells that receive the treatment and do not spread to all tissues
since it is not yet an approvable procedure for embryonic cell
treatment. Another problem that emerges from the technique is
that guide RNA, Cas9, and the donor sequence have to enter the
target cell at the same time [16]. A possible solution is to use
nanostructures to carry all the elements in one structure and
then provide more efficiency to genome editing.

Combination of specifically designed nanoparticles
and genetic modifications for long-lasting treatment

In specific cases, the targeting of resident stem cells in tissues
with engineered nanoparticles still can provide long-lasting and
definitive beneficial effects [17]. For example, cationic liposomes
can be used to entrap plasmids encoding Cas9 and the guide
RNA as well as the donor sequence inside an aqueous core. On
the outside, antibodies can be used to guide these particles into
specific cells, e.g. CD4 lymphocytes, as shown in Figure 1. These
cells are an excellent target for CXCR5 deletion by homologous
recombination, potentially protecting the CXCR5-deleted
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cells against HIV infection. The natural ability of these cells
to expand in clonal populations permit that lymphocyte lines
without CXCR5 receptor proliferate and become resistant to HIV
infections with partial restoration of CD4 lymphocytes. Another
possibility is the use of immuno-liposomes to target stem cells
in bone marrow precursors of lymphocytes. In hypothesis,
upon targeting of a subset of precursors cells, populations of
cells resistant to HIV infection could be established. In our

hands, Jurkat cells (a human CD4+ line) had easily their CXCR5
receptor replaced by a donor DNA sequence in vitro. This was
achieved by treatment with immuno-liposomes specific for CD4
molecules and loaded with Cas9, guide RNA and donor encoding
sequences for introducing double-strand DNA breaks, repair and
subsequent knockout of the CXCR5 gene (Figure 2). Possibly, the
same technique may be applied in whole organisms leading to
the subsequent establishment of HIV resistant lymphocytes.

Figure 1: Binding of immunoliposomes against the CD4 receptor in vivo. Immunoliposomes guided against the CD4 receptor and containing
the lipophilic fluorochrome DiA were injected in mice via the tail vein. As control, immunoliposomes with a Isotype control antibody were
used. The splenocytes from treated mice was stained for CD8, CD4 and CD19 molecules and tested after 2 hours for the presence or
absence of DiA fluorochrome by cytometry.

Figure 2: Genome editing in Jurkat cell genomes in the CXCR5 gene mediated by Cas9 and homologous direct recombination after
immunoliposome fusion. Schematic representation of the original sequence of CXCR5 and the insertion by recombination with the donor
sequence. The orange arrow indicated the position of the primers used for PCR amplification. The substrate genomic DNA was from
unmodified cells (lane 1) and from Jurkat cells (lanes 2-4, three independent experiments) treated with liposomes containing plasmids
encoding Cas9, modified donor sequence and sgRNA. HDR is homology directed recombination.
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Future in Biomedical Engineering
In conclusion, the range of possibilities using directed
nanoparticles, on one hand, and cell-specific cargo (drugs or
even genetic material such as plasmids), on the other hand, seem
quite limitless. The research community should ideally create
an awareness of the power of possibilities and include at a very
early time point discussions about ethical aspects, specifically
when dealing with upcoming therapies which are applicable also
in germline modifications [18].
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